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Activity concentration was either 8:1 or 4:1 (hot lesions versus background). Acquisition
mode was either high resolution mode (allowing only coincidences between photopeak
events) or high sensitivity mode (allowing coincidences between a photopeak event for one
detector and a photopeak or scatter window event from the other). For each of those settings a
series of acquisitions was obtained, where singles deadtime ranged from 20% to 2%.
Coregistered CT images were used for accurate definition of lesion positions. Image contrast
values were calculated for each acquisition and each lesion using the algorithms proposed by
NEMA.
Results: For each of the acquisition series image contrast showed different behavior for
different lesion sizes and types. While the smaller hot lesions showed no improvement in
contrast with decreasing deadtime, contrast for the largest hot lesion increased significantly.
For cold lesions both contrast and visibility improved substantially with decreasing deadtime.
High resolution mode performed better than high sensitivity mode. The maximum contrast for
hot lesions was 36%, found in the largest hot lesion, the maximum contrast for cold lesions
was 38%. A problem encountered in the measurements were artifacts (sometimes similar in
appearance to the images of the smallest hot lesions) in some of the images. Visually both
small hot and cold lesions were seen only for medium and low count rates.
Conclusions: It appears that there is no "optimal" activity concentration for all applications.
Imaging parameters have to be adapted according to the clinical question. The lack of increase
of contrast values for the smaller lesions may be an effect of a complex relationship between
noise level and object size dependence of convergence of the reconstruction. Furthermore,
contrast calculations according to NEMA NU2-2001 do not always agree with visual
assessment and should be used with care for optimization of acquisition.
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Aim.
Problems with the injection of radiotracers (99mTc-HAMS, 99mTc-DPD) to infants when
administered through polar-filter-protected venous pathways caused us to get a closer look of
what happens to a tracer in such a system.
Methods: We simulated injections of the tracers mainly used at our institution in an in-vitro
array and measured full and empty tracer syringes, filters (0.2 urn micropores) and the post-
filter receptacle of the radioactivity. We calculated the percentage of filter-trapped activity
and of activity in the receptacle. For several tracers we repeated this process with a neutral
filter of the same pore size to get a comparison between the behaviour in polarized and
electrically inert filters.
Results: In general injection of a soluble radiotracer through a polar filter system means a
dose loss in the filter of about 10 %, up to the tracer molecule size of IgG-antibodies.
Suspended tracers, which consist of comparatively large particles, like RES- or pulmonary
perfusion markers, are blocked by the filter, as can be foreseen with a particle size of » 0.2
um. DMSA and DPD (a biphosphonate), although both being soluble and rather small
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molecules, were blocked by the polar filter to a high extent, and by the neutral filter to a much
lower, almost neglectable degree.
Conclusions:
• If possible avoid any use of a filter in your tracer injection pathway.
• Never use a filter with bone scan or DMSA applications.
• When doing uptake calculations you have to add the filter counts to the empty syringe

value in the formula.
• If you cannot avoid to inject the radiotracer through a filter you have to replace the filter

afterwards and treat the used filter as radioactive waste.
• The polarity of the filter material might severely affect retention of radiotracer in the filter.
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Aim: 125I-iodine labelled antibodies such as anti-CD-20, Rituximab, Mabthera®: are required
for various initial immunoreactivity experiments. For this purpose a progressive method is the
usage of IODOGEN precoated iodination tubes. Iodogen has become a wide spread mild and
effective solid phase oxidation agent in radiochemistry for the past years. There are different
techniques to coat either the reaction vial or the antibody itself, yet for getting acquainted with
radioiodination ready to use coated tubes are feasible.
Methods: Iodogen is a l,3,4,6-tetrachloro-3(X,6a-diphenylglycouril, insoluble in aqueous
solutions. Per tube 50ug of this agent are coated inside onto the glass wall of the bottom of
the vessel. The labelling procedure is as follows: 0,1ml antibody - solution (containing lmg
Mo Ab) and 40 to 60MBq of 125I - Nal in PBS (0,6ml) are injected through the septum of the
tube. After an incubation time of 15min at room temperature (gently shaking!) the reaction is
stopped by adding 0,1ml of a solution of lmg potassium iodide in lml saline, and
simultaneousely BioRad AG1-X8, 100-200mesh, anion exchange resin (20% in saline). After
lmin of ion exchange the reaction mixture is passed through a 0,22um membrane filter.
Further purification can be obtained by gel filtration through PD-10 columns with PBS as
eluent. Radiochemical purity is surveyed by ITLC (0,9% saline); the 0,5ml-fractions of the
eluate of the gelflltration are analyzed by y-scintillation-counting.
Results: Overall yields are between 30 and 40%, yet both yield and reaction velocity are
declining with enlarging the reaction volume. The anion exchange resin traps any possible
125I-iodide very well yet the following 0,22um-filtration is consecuted by a retention of up to
23% of total activity. In the PD-10 purification step the first 2ml must be discarded whereas
the antibody elutes with the next 3 to 4ml. I25I-Iodide would elute afterwards.
Conclusions: The labelling reaction can be performed in the described way very easily yet
attention has to be payed to keep the reaction volume as small as possible since otherwise the
Na125I would not get into contact with the iodogen reaction zone at the bottom of the tube.
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